Year 2 Topic Overview Summer Term 2022
English
Class Narrative Texts: Pippi Longstocking by Astrid Lindgren and Matilda
by Roald Dahl
As writers, we will focus on the character developments within the
text and the contrast of characters and settings. We will use all we
have learnt in Year 2 to plan, write and edit our own Superhero
story in an everyday setting inspired by the book.
Information Text: Heroes who help us by Liz Gogerfy and
Ryan Wheatcroft - We will research the life of real heroes and
write our own biographies of their lives
Recount Text Shine by Sarah Asuquo – This text calls on the
life of a 7 year old boy and his acceptance and appreciation of the
things that make him unique. We will create personal narrative
poems based on this theme.

Grammar:
• Co-ordinating joining words (conjunctions)
• Subordinating joining words (conjunctions)
• Use of present and past tense including the progressive form
• Apostrophes for singular possession
• Apostrophes for contractions
Reading comprehension: reading for meaning- using each class text
and a range of sources, looking at layout, language choices and tension
and imagery.
Music
The children will listen with concentration and understanding to a range
of high-quality live and recorded music. We will reflect on music and story
using “Matilda “as an example. We will use our voices, tuned and untuned
instruments to create our own pieces of music.
Topic (History)
Exploring the lives of Heroes throughout history. We will reflect upon
the values that they demonstrated and the contribution that they made to
the lives of people in the past and today. We will pay particular attention
to the contribution of significant individuals from Oxford and those who
ensured equality, fairness and opportunities for all of humanity.

Heroes from the past
Maths
In Maths this term, the children will begin with a focus on
measuring length and height- they will know how to measure
accurately, understand about centimetres and meters and how
to convert from one to the other. The children will then move
on to geometry exploring position and direction, then telling
the time to the nearest 5 minutes on analogue and digital
clocks. At the end of the year, we return to measurement
looking at mass, capacity and temperature. Alongside this, we
will continue to focus on 2, 3, 5 and 10 times tables and
problem solving using addition, subtraction, multiplication and
division. Use Beebots for direction.
PSHE Ten Ten
I am Unique
Boys and Girls – Clean and Healthy

Art/D.T
Art: We will be begin to explore the work of
British artist William Morris We will look at
creating art through a variety of mediums –
Printing Tie Dye through creating our own
natural dyes and sculpture using clay.
The theme of using nature in art will be
developed further as the children will collect and
press flowers and plants to create their own
nature collages.
Design and Technology: The children will
design their own piece of exercise equipment as
part of their circuit training lessons. They will
make a prototype and evaluate the functional
success of their equipment against agreed
proforma. Does it do what they thought it would?

Big Question: Who am I?
How do I act? Why?
What can I give him? How can I build a better world?
Science
Plants, gardening and allotments: As scientists, we will
observe and describe how seeds and bulbs grow into mature
plants. We will grow our own cress in class and plant sunflowers
to measure, record and describe their growth. Also, children
will set up a comparative experiment using a hydroponics
method by growing beans in different environments to observe
and record what plants need for optimum survival. As
gardeners, children will need to get digging as they will work on
our school allotment to plant, grow and look after our own
vegetables and plants. Towards the end of the term, we hope to
sample some of the vegetables we have grown.
P.E
Following the Real PE scheme this term, we will be building
our physical, health and fitness skills by focusing on the themes
of coordination, agility and balance in a programme of
gymnastics and personal target circuit training.

Computing
We will explore stop start animations and create
our own animated story. We will learn how to
create a storyboard, the importance of lighting to
prevent shadows, filming and editing, adding music
or a narrative and how to publish the finished film.
Bots will also be programmed to help with
rotational understanding.

RE
We will begin the term with a unit on Easter,
reading stories about the Resurrection and
identifying The symbols that the Church uses to
celebrate the season. Following this, we will focus
on Pentecost and the Holy Spirit. After half term,
we will focus on The Church, understanding what
it means to be part of God’s family and The Mass,
where we gather together in faith.
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TOPIC

SCIENCE

Key Vocabulary:

Key Vocabulary:

past
present
future
pioneer
decade/ century /millennium
equality
consequence
achievement
liberty
cause

seed
seedling
shoot
bulb
hydroponics
nutrients
germination
nutrition
temperature
survival

Star Questions- these are key things to think about.
* What do you think we mean by past, present and future?

* What is a seed?

Can you find out the meaning of these words and use them in a sentence
correctly?

Can you find out the meaning of these words and use them in a sentence
correctly?

** Can you name three heroes from the past and what they did?
*** How do you think the things they achieved have affected your life

** Can you describe what happens to a seed when we plant it in some soil?

today?

seeds?

*** Describe whether you think the biggest fruits will have the biggest

**** Imagine you are a time traveller and you have travelled back and met
**** Why do you think my tomato plant died when I went on holiday for 3
one of the heroes we have studied. What would you thank them for and
weeks?
why?
***** What would happen if we planted a plant from Earth on the planet
***** What makes a hero? Think what made a hero in the past and what
Mars? Explain your ideas as to why a plant may or may not be able to
makes a hero today. Do you think the qualities and skills are the same?
survive on Mars.
The questions are of increasing difficulty, encouraging pupils to be ‘ambitious for the higher gifts’. The four-and five-star questions are designed to be opened
ended and rely on higher order thinking. Perhaps these questions could form the basis of discussions at home, as well revisiting key knowledge in the first
three-star questions.

